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Worker" Model
Technical Data and Features
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GENEFtAL: Most Of God's animals defend themselves with natural knives. Hawks and cats have knives on their
feet. Some have knives in their mouths. Others sport antlers. Puffer fish, porcupines, and sea urchins have
entire bodies that keep trouble away.

Even some plants are armed. The beautiful rose uses thorns, while the spiny cactus warns trouble away in a
similar way.

Only humans and sheep dare exist without natural protection. Arguable the most defenseless of all animals
humans protect themselves by relying on their tools. In this case, sharp tools. The Worker CLIPIT", provides
urban dwellers with a cutting tool that gives users a feeling of securfty.

While the Worker model is not attached to body parts like nature's defenses, it can be drawn, opened, and used
quickly. Whether coring an apple or walking through the Big Apple's core,`you'll find this knife useful, well-

crafted and reassuring.
BL.ABE: The Worker model is available in several versions, which are ground from G2 chrome-molybdenum,
high-carbon stainless steel. Offered in PlainEdge or SpyderEdge, you will find the G2 steel outstanding in
abrasion resistance. We favor edge retention over rust resistance, therefore, little care to lubricate the blade

periodically will add life to the knife. Each knife comes equipped with our patented hole-opener system allowing
the user to deploy the knife quickly.
HANDLE: Slim fitted, the 300 series stainless steel and 6061-T6 aluminum gives both knives a slim contour so
they are easily carried. The unique clothing clip allows you to quickly deploy or secure the knife. The Worker
model is offered in right hand models.

LOCK: The Harvey MCBurnette/AI Mar design allows the knife to be closed one handed. The positive front lock
and a slightly larger heel on the blade prevent the knife from "bottoming" in the handle when in closed position.
DESIGNERS: Spyderco, Golden, Colorado, U.S.A.
DIMENSI0NS:
Handle Material
Overall length - Open

Col
9.5n

(240mm)

COT TU
TUFF)AM®
6.55„
(240mm)

Overall length - Closed
Cutting edge length
Blade thickness
Overall thickness
Weight

5.3„

(135mm)

3.9"

(135mm)

3.8„

2.5M

(97mm)

.12„

(96mm)
(3mm)

.46„

(11.2mm)

Steel

G2

Stainless Steel

5.5Oz

(1549)

•120„

(3mm)
(14mm)
3.68oz (108.5g)
.445n

G2

Please Note: The stainless steel model, C01 is also available with a black carbo-nitride coating, model
C01SBK.
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U.S. and Foreign Patents. Other Patents Pending.
Spyderco, lnc.

Golden, Colorado USA

